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StayingPlaces

STYLE AND SERVICE IN THEHEARTOF LONDON
When in London, you want to stay smack-dab in the heart of this exciting city. But also
somewhere that’s quiet and elegant and a retreat from the hustle and bustle outside.
Enter… OneAldwych. Superbly located in Covent Garden, this is a classy boutique hotel
within walking distance of the British Museum, 15 major theatres, the shops of Oxford
Street, several art galleries, and the nightlife of Soho.

Housed within the 1907 wedge-shaped granite building once used by theMorning
Postnewspaper, it’s ownedbyGordonCampbellGray,whoalsoowns themuch talkedabout
Carlisle Bay in Antigua and new Le Gray in Beirut. In creating his London establishment,
Gray wanted to “pare back the superfluous trappings of luxury” and concentrate on com-
fort instead. The 105 soundproof rooms and suites are thus artfully simple in design, yet
kitted out with myriad deluxe features – raw silk curtains framing tall windows that
open, original contemporary art, Frette linens and goose down duvets, television in the
bathrooms, and fresh flowers and fruit changed daily; one daywe enjoyed pink crocuses
in a glass cube, the next a potted yellow gerbera. Gray also made a serious commitment
to the environment.Natural RENbath products are chemical-free, vacuum-oriented loos
use eight percent less water than normal, and bottled water is supplied by Belu, whose
profits fund clean water projects around the world. A stunning blue-tiled swimming
pool, which pipes in classical music underwater, is also chlorine-free.

In the evenings, the hotel’s capacious Lobby Bar is abuzz with hipsters, bankers and
party-goerswho enjoy brilliant cocktails. From the Indigo restaurant, you cannoshon fresh
organiccuisinewhile lookingdownat thehappeningscene;onweekends, a three-coursedin-
ner in the more formal Axis is paired with a movie shown in the hotel’s private screening
room. Yet the standout feature of One Aldwych is perhaps its exceptional service. There
are no penguin-suited servers and doormen with snooty attitudes here – just friendly
but highly professional staff. That, coupledwith its understated luxury, no doubt explains
why One Aldwych consistently ranks among London’s best hotels. —JANICE MUCALOV
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